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Collection Spring / Summer 2019
Bordeaux – an enchanting gem
7 articles in 27 colours
Every vintage has its personality, as is the case not only with wine but with the new spring collection BORDEAUX
from JAB Anstoetz. Characterful upholstery fabrics with a special flair have been created. Classic medallions
meet fine arabesques on satin grounds which conjure up a soft shimmer. Elegant graphic motifs, but also floral
designs surprise with sophistication in their material composition. Not only lovers of classic interiors will be
delighted: thanks to the finely coordinated, almost monochrome hues the upholstery fabrics also fit into modern
furnishing schemes, their unobtrusive colour palette providing decorative elegance. Arranged according to five
colour families, the smart jacquards please in an elegant cream/off-white, a sophisticated champagne/gold or in
pastel-feminine combinations such as strawberry/light grey, lilac/mint green and greige/azure.
The upholstery fabric BORDEAUX from which the collection derives its name, displays an outstanding gloss
that makes the pattern of the damask fabric appear in an almost three-dimensional fashion. Cotton, viscose and
acetate have been used. The sophisticated weaving technique further emphasises the detailed design through
light reflections. The classic baroque medallion sets an exclamation mark in the room.
Sweeping tendrils and leaves cover the damask CASTILLON. A two-colour yarn forms the pattern sections,
which are set off against the glossy satin ground in a slightly grainy fashion. Different degrees of gloss from the
polyester and viscose yarns conjure up an expressive look.
The delicate, floral design MERLOT leads the onlooker into a castle garden. Dainty buds, leaves and blossoms
spread over a modestly shimmering satin ground. The glossy sections of the blossoms and leaves appear
sometimes more, sometimes less dominantly. The design underscores its feminine character with typical boudoir
colours such as rosy-pink and lilac.
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① MERLOT 9-2469-060

④ TIZIAN EDITION 1-6915-082

② CASTILLON 9-2472-060

⑤ SAUTERNES 9-2471-070

③ TIZIAN EDITION 1-6915-067
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MEDOC is a subtle composition: a filigree, classic damask motif is framed by a border on the right and the left.
Beside it, stripe variations form a bold block stripe – an expressive contrast.
Interlocking diamond patterns form the geometric design of the jacquard SAUTERNES. Little triangles that
rasterise the edges of the diamonds soften the severity of the pattern. A breath of drama is injected by filigree
highlights.
CABERNET impresses with a 3D effect woven into the fabric. Compact little rhombs appear to grow out of the
satin ground. Smart bindings at the transitions between ground material and pattern provide a shadow effect
and thus an illusion. Ingenious!
Additional weft threads lend the plain fabric MARGAUX a casual two-tone effect and a subtle stripe look.
Woven as an open satin, the fabric reveals a restrained lustre due to its high viscose component.

Since 1946 the Bielefeld fabric editor has stood for textile
furnishings at the highest level of quality and has continuously enlarged its competence in the field of interior
design with a sure instinct for trends. Run by the three
brothers Ralph, Stephan and Claus Anstoetz as well as
Chris-Jacob Schminnes, the long-estab-lished organisation
today comprises a worldwide group of companies with a
convincing and multifaceted portfolio of exclusive furnishing textiles, flooring, upholstered furniture and
accessories. Besides the fabric lines JAB ANSTOETZ
Fabrics, Chivasso, Carlucci, Gardisette and Soleil Bleu
the brands also include the flooring lines JAB ANSTOETZ
Flooring and Adramaq as well as the upholstered furniture
lines BW Bielefelder Werkstätten and ipdesign.
The subsidiary Golf House is one of the leading golf
retailers in Europe and with its top-class portfolio of
equipment and service also stands for a sophisticated
lifestyle.
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Press contact:
JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG
Melanie Bohlke
Potsdamer Straße 160
33719 Bielefeld, Germany
Telefon: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-422 / +49 (0)5 21/20 93-0
Telefax: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-464
E-Mail: melanie.bohlke@jab.de / JABexport@jab.de
For further information about the JAB ANSTOETZ group
of companies please visit www.jab.de.
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